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If any of the following are true, then you may wish to use this resource
digitally.
• You do not have access to a printer
• You use Canvas or Google Classroom
• You are working towards a paperless classroom
Please access the Google Forms file using the link below. Feel free to
make a copy for yourself which you will own and be able to edit to your
liking.
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scientific investigations

Name: _____________

1. Reema needs to do a scienti c investigation for her class. She is interested in pottery, plants,
and basketball. Which of the following questions would be suitable for use in a scienti c
investigation
A.What is the most number of points ever scored in a professional basketball game
B.How many needles grow on the giant redwoods in California
C.What color of carnation owers do people nd most attractive
D.What length of time is best to use for the ring of pottery to make it strong
Justify your response

2. Tamer wants to nd out how pressure affects the force of gravity acting on dust particles in a
cloud. Tamer designs an experiment in which he places dust particles in a pressure chamber. He
is able to adjust the pressure in the chamber from 0 Pascals to 780 Pascals. What should Tamer
use as his control group
A.a sample of dust particles at 0 Pascal
B.He does not need a control group
C.a sample of dust particles at 780 Pascal
D.a sample of dust particles in Earth's atmospher
Justify your response

3. A patient suffering from a bacterial infection was given antibiotics to take by her doctor. The
patient took the antibiotics for 6 days out of a 10 day period. The percentage of bacteria surviving
during each day of this period is shown in the table below
Antibiotic Treatment
% of Bacteria
Dosage
Surviving
300 mg
85%
300 mg
45%
300 mg
25%
300 mg
5%
0 mg
10%
0 mg
20%
0 mg
45%
0 mg
55%
300 mg
65%
300 mg
70%

Day
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Which of the following conclusions is most likely correct
A.The patient should have not taken the antibiotics
again after day 5
B.The bacteria developed resistance to the
antibiotics
C.The bacteria will be completely killed off if the
antibiotics dosage is increased
D.The patient has become immune to the bacteria
by day 10
Justify your response:
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4. A student would like to determine how heating a liquid changes its volume. The student
hypothesizes that the liquid will increase in volume. The following list shows the steps taken by
the student in order to test the hypothesis
I.Select the liquid to test
II.Place the liquid in a sealed container
III.Use a Bunsen burner to heat the liquid by 10°C
IV.Measure the volume of the liquid
V.Record the results
What is wrong with how the student conducted the investigation
A.The hypothesis was not valid because it is impossible for liquids to change in volume
B.The student should have increased the temperature of the liquid by more than 10ºC
C.The length of time it took for the liquid to be heated should be measured
D.The volume of the liquid should be measured before it is heated
Justify your response

5. Karina wants to be a biologist some day. To prepare for her career, she decides to study her
pet rabbit's behavior.
Every evening for a month, she places half a carrot, half
a leaf of lettuce, and a short stalk of celery in the rabbit's
food dish. She then records which item the rabbit eats
rst. The chart below shows the results of Karina’s
multiple trials.

Based on these results, Karina can conclude tha
A.all rabbits prefer carrots over celery and lettuce
B.her pet rabbit will likely eat lettuce rst over celery and carrots
C.her pet rabbit will likely eat carrots rst over celery and lettuce
D.all rabbits prefer lettuce over celery and carrots
Justify your response

.
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6. Which of the following sentences is the best example of a hypothesis
A.Why does the Earth orbit around the sun
B.UV radiation does not cause skin cancer
C.Chickens lay more eggs when they are happy
D.How many types of organisms are there
Justify your response

7. A pharmaceutical company states in advertisements that their new ScarX Cream is
guaranteed to erase scars in one month.
The company based their claims on a study done by the company's dermatologists.
The study showed that 86 percent of users said the sizes of their scars were reduced after
using the product for 50 days. Do the study results support the company's claims
A.No, no product will ever be able to erase skin scars
B.Yes, the results indicated the product is effective against scars
C.No, the results indicated that the scars were reduced, not erased
D.Yes, 86 percent of the study's subjects saw positive results
Justify your response

8. Diego wants to see how air expands when it is heated. He is able to use any of the following
supplies - a balloon, a heat lamp, a spring scale, and a meter stick.
Which is the best procedure to follow for the experiment
A.Use the spring scale to measure the weight of the balloon before and after it is blown up
B.In ate the balloon, measure the width of the balloon, heat the balloon using the heat
lamp, and then measure the width again
C.Measure the weight of the de ated balloon, in ate the balloon, heat the balloon with the
heat lamp, then measure the in ated balloon's width
D.In ate the balloon, heat the balloon using the heat lamp, and measure the weight of the
balloon with the spring scale.
Justify your response
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9. Noura wants to nd out how the steepness of a hill’s slope affects the amount of soil that
erodes from it. She will use soil, a long pan, and several 4-inch-tall wooden blocks to build a
model hillside. She will use a watering can to simulate rainfall. In her experiment, which factor
should be Noura’s variable
A.the location she uses to test her mode
B.the number of blocks holding up the end of the pa
C.the amount of water she pours on the model hillsid
D.the type of soil with which she lls the pa
Justify your response

10. A scientist formed a theory based on an experiment he conducted. Many years later,
researchers studied his experiment to see if there were any possible sources of error. Should
the researchers do this
A.No, they should work on new theories rather than test old theories
B.Yes; this can help ne-tune past theories or correct errors
C.No, they shouldn’t try to prove the scientist wrong
D.Yes, they can use the scientist’s work to become rich and famous
Justify your response

11. ABC Gasoline wants to prove that its fuel produces more gas mileage in cars than the
leading competitor's fuel. In a test, one gallon of ABC gasoline is put in a car and the car is
driven at 50 mph until it runs out of gas. Then, the test is repeated using the competitor's
gasoline in the same car on the same road. The results are shown below
Which of the following is true
A.ABC Gasoline can conclude that its fuel produces more gas mileage in cars than its
competitor's fuel
B.ABC Gasoline can conclude that its fuel produces less gas mileage in cars than its
competitor's fuel
C.No conclusion can be drawn; there are not enough variables in the experiment
D.No conclusion can be drawn; the differing weather conditions could have in uenced the
results
Justify your response:
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12. Farah is conducting an investigation on bicycle helmet aerodynamics. She is trying to nd
out what kind of helmet causes the least amount of air resistance. She tested three different
helmets, using the same rider each time, and recorded the time it took for the rider to complete
one circuit on a track.
How could Farah get more reliable data for this experiment
A.She could have the rider use a different bicycle for each circuit
B.She could have a second rider try Helmet A
C.She could include more trips with each helmet and average the results
D.She could have the rider wear only one helmet rather than three different helmets
Justify your response

13. Autism is a disability that results from a disorder in the central nervous system. It has been
speculated that the increasing number of cases of autism in recent years is due to the
increase in the number of vaccinations given to young children. What might be another
possible explanation for this phenomenon
A.The increase in autism is due to the decline of public education
B.The increase in immunizations is the only possible cause for autism
C.There are now better diagnostic tests available for autism, which causes more cases to
be identi ed
D.The increase in autism is due to an increase in television viewing
Justify your response

14. Saif is investigating factors that affect the growth rate of potted bean plants. Which of the
following experimental variables would not be relevant to his investigation
A.the type of soil use
B.the amount of light exposur
C.the color of the po
D.the amount of water give
Justify your response:
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15. Ahmad hypothesizes that wax has a higher melting point than chocolate. How can Ahmad test his
hypothesis
A.Measure the volume and weight of samples of wax and chocolate and calculate their densities
B.Use Mohs Hardness Scale to test how easily wax and chocolate can be scratched
C.Heat samples of wax and chocolate and use a stopwatch to time how long it takes until they start to
melt
D.Heat equal masses of wax and chocolate and measure their temperatures when they start to melt
Justify your response

16. Zayed just got home from playing soccer on a muddy eld. He is curious how different brands of
laundry detergent compare in removing mud from clothes, so he sets up an experiment.
In one laundry load, he puts his muddy socks with Brand A detergent. In the next load, he puts his muddy
jersey with Brand B detergent. In the nal load, he puts his muddy shorts with Brand C detergent.
Afterward, he noticed that the jersey came out the cleanest. He concludes that Brand B is the best
detergent for removing mud from clothes. Is his conclusion valid
A.No; Zayed was biased toward Brand B
B.No; there were too many variables in the experiment
C.Yes; the experiment was set up correctly
D.No; there were too many controls in the experiment
Justify your response

17. A man decides to lose weight by dieting and exercising. He chooses to reduce his caloric intake by
500 calories a day, and he lifts weights daily as his main form of exercise.
After strictly following his diet and exercise plan for two weeks, he nds that even though his waist has
shrunk by two inches, he has actually gained weight. The man hypothesizes that his caloric intake is still
too high
What might be another possible hypothesis
A.The man is still gaining fat because lifting weights is not a good form of exercise
B.It is impossible to lose weight through dieting and exercise
C.The man is still eating and exercising too much
D.The man is losing fat but gaining weight as he adds muscle
Justify your response

.
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18. Hamad is testing how well various types of disinfectants can kill E. coli bacteria. He starts with a Petri
dish that is covered with a colony of E. coli. He puts exactly one milliliter of each different disinfectant at a
different location on the Petri dish.
If a disinfectant works, it will eliminate the bacteria in the area in which it was placed. Two days later, Hamad
will measure the amount of bacteria that has been cleared out by each disinfectant.
Which of the following is a variable in this experiment
A.the type of disinfectant use
B.the type of bacteria use
C.the length of time that the disinfectant is use
D.the Petri dish use
Justify your response

19. SunDays is a company that sells ice cream bars. Inside every box of SunDays, there is a survey that
asks customers their favorite ice cream brand. Ninety percent of the survey-takers chose SunDays. Based
on the survey, SunDays says that 90% of the public likes SunDays more than any other brand of ice cream
bar
Is this a fair statement
A.Yes, companies never make deceptive statements
B.Yes, SunDays has reported the data correctly
C.No, a survey is not a good method of collecting data
D.No, the survey method is biased
Justify your response

20. Theo has two citrus trees at his home. He keeps one outside on a shaded patio, and the other indoors
near a large window and a lamp. The indoor tree receives more light and experiences more stable
temperatures than the outdoor tree
He noticed that the indoor tree grew faster and produced bigger oranges than the outdoor tree. He installed
a grow-lamp near the outdoor tree so that it would receive as much light as the indoor tree, but there was no
change: the indoor tree continued to outgrow the outdoor tree
Based on this investigation, what would be the next logical question that Theo should address
A.How does the amount of watering affect the growth of citrus trees
B.How does temperature affect the citrus trees
C.How does the amount or type of soil affect the growth of citrus trees
D.How does the weight of a citrus tree relate to its height
Justify your response
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1. D
2. A
3. C
4. D
5. B
6. B
7. C
8. B
9. B
10. B
11.D
12. C
13. C
14. C
15. D
16. B
17. D
18. A
19. D
20. B
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download the full unit
If you’ve enjoyed this resource, please consider downloading the full unit
by clicking below. With your purchase you will enjoy free lifetime
updates and any additional resources added to this unit will be yours for
free as well!

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/ScienceScienti c-Method-FULL-UNIT-3455939
Please email me with any questions, comments, concerns, or
suggestions at laneyleeteaches@gmail.com ! I’m always looking for
ways to improve my resources!
Sincerely,
Laney
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thank you for your purchase!
TERMS OF USE
By purchasing this resource, you are agreeing that the contents are the property of Laney Lee and
licensed to you only for classroom / personal use as a single user. I retain the copyright, and reserve
all rights to this product. Please remember to leave feedback so you will earn TpT Credits, which may
be applied to your future purchases.

❑
❑

❑

❑
❑
❑
❑

YOU MAY:
Use free and purchased items for your own classroom students, or your own personal use.
Reference this product in blog posts, at seminars, professional development, workshops, or
other such venues, ONLY if both credit is given to myself as the author, and a link back to my
TpT store is included in the presentation.
Purchase licenses at a great discount for other teachers to use this resource.
YOU MAY NOT:
Claim this work as your own, alter the files in any way, or remove copyright / watermarks.
Sell the files or combine them into another unit for sale / free.
Post this document for sale / free elsewhere on the internet (this includes Google Doc links on
blogs).
Making copies of purchased items to share with others is strictly forbidden and is a violation of

Thank you for abiding by universally accepted codes of professional ethics while using this
product. If you encounter an issue with your file, notice an error, or are in any way experiencing
a problem, please contact me and I will be more than happy to help sort it out. You can message
me at laneyleeteaches@gmail.com
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Join my Facebook group for Middle
School Science Teachers.
Join my Facebook group for
Classroom Management Support.

click to connect!

subscribe to my newsletter for monthly freebies

